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a success story 

682 CWE’s defined 

29 companies declaring compatibility 

of 49 products & services 



tool vendors are beginning to 
advertise coverage 



a (relatively) simple idea… 

define a standard way 

to represent CWE coverage claims 

lightweight and 
^ 



why do we need a standard representation? 

some reasons… 



Tool A 

Tool 
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Tool 
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to make it easy to compute coverage 



Tools Claiming Coverage: 
Zap! 
Code-Nitpicker 
Super-Duper Analyzer 
 

help CWE users 



All CWE’s 

Covered 
CWE’s 

to see where R&D might be needed 



All CWE’s 

Covered 
CWE’s ++ 

to see where CWE may need to grow 
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the general idea 



Rule Set 

Detail 

Individual 
CWE 

Claims 

Overall 
Coverage 

Claim 

CWE_Version=“1.4” 

Vendor_Name=“ABC” 

Toolset_Name=“Zap!” 

Toolset_Version=“4.2” 

Language=“C++” 

Claim_Date= 

“2011-03-03” 

CWE_ID= 
“CWE-119”  

Rule_ID=“”  

Rule_Name=“array overflow” 

Comment=“” 

Rule_ID=“”  

Rule_Name=“pointer overflow” 

Comment=“” 

CWE_ID= 
“CWE-89” 

Rule_ID=“”  

Rule_Name=“Blind SQL Check” 

Comment=“” 

something more concrete 



the are many open issues 

specificity of claims 

disclaimers 

services vs. tools 

dynamic vs. static analysis 

CWE compatibility program 



the action part 

today: starting point for discussion – CCR v0.3 

we need input from the community 



goals 

input from vendors 

input from users 



Example 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
 <!-- Sample XML file generated by XMLSpy v2011 http://www.altova.com) 
  -->  
<!-- NOTE: this data was created by MITRE, using information published 

on the Internet by certain vendors.  It is being used to demonstrate 
CCR  and does not represent any official position by those vendors.  -->  

<CWE_Coverage_Claims 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="CWE_Coverage_Claims_Schema_v
0.2.xsd" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 
<CWE_Coverage_Claim CWE_Version="???" Vendor_Name="Klocwork" 

Toolset_Name="?" Toolset_Version="?" Language_Type="Source Code" 
Language="??" Date_of_Claim="2011-04-01"> 
 



Example (cont) 
<Claims> 

 <Claim CWE_ID="79" CWE_Name="XSS" Match_Accuracy="Exact"> 

    <CWE_Claim_Comments />  

  <Rule_Set> 

   <Rule Rule_ID="SV.XSS.DB" Rule_Name=""> 

      <Rule_Comments />  

     </Rule> 

   <Rule Rule_ID="SV.DATA.DB" Rule_Name=""> 

      <Rule_Comments />  

    </Rule> 

   <Rule Rule_ID="SV.XSS.REF" Rule_Name=""> 

      <Rule_Comments />  

     </Rule> 

    </Rule_Set> 

   </Claim> 

 



Example (cont) 

<Claim CWE_ID="352" CWE_Name="CSRF" 
Match_Accuracy="Not-Covered"> 

   <CWE_Claim_Comments>It is very difficult for 
static analysis to identify any CSRF issues, 
because each application has its own implicit 
security policy that dictates which requests 
can be influenced by an 
outsider.</CWE_Claim_Comments>  

  </Claim> 

 



Example (cont) 
<Claim CWE_ID="738" CWE_Name="Insecure Permissions" 

Match_Accuracy="CWE-more-abstract"> 

    <CWE_Claim_Comments> 

  Checkers such as  SV.FIU.PERMISSIONS do provide some coverage, 
 but typically, loose permissions for operations and custom 
 permission models produce too many warnings from static analysis 
 tools. 

  </CWE_Claim_Comments>  

  <Rule_Set> 

   <Rule Rule_ID="SV.FIU.PERMISSIONS” Rule_Name=""> 

      <Rule_Comments />  

     </Rule> 

    </Rule_Set> 

  </Claim> 



Match_Accuracy Element 
• Exact - The CWE entry exactly covers the same weakness/weaknesses as the given rule set. 

• CWE-more-abstract - The CWE entry covers more concepts than the given rule set, but there are not 
any more precise matches available. For example, a rule set might detect resource consumption for a 
resource that is not specifically covered by CWE. 

• CWE-more-specific - The CWE entry is more specific than the weakness reported by the given rule set, 
but the entry's parent(s) are not appropriate matches. This might indicate a difference in perspective 
between CWE and the capability providing the coverage mapping. It could also include a single rule that 
covers multiple CWE entries (which might imply that there would be multiple claims for a single rule/rule 
set). 

• CWE-partial - The CWE entry is only a partial match with the weakness reported by the given rule set, 
but the entry is the closest available match. 

• Not-covered - The CWE entry is not covered by any rule set. The provider is not required to include 
information about uncovered CWEs. The intention of this assertion is to provide a means for tool vendors 
to explain why their tool does not claim to discover a certain CWE-defined weakness, if they so choose.  

• No-CWE-available - There is no CWE entry available that closely matches the weakness reported by the 
given rule set, but the provider believes that a CWE entry should exist for the reported weakness. The 
associated CWE_ID should be 0. 

• Not-CWE-applicable - The rule/rule set is not applicable to CWE, i.e., it is not necessarily about a 
weakness. This could include rule sets related to coding style conformance, informational messages about 
the scan, etc. The associated CWE_ID should be -1. The provider is not required to include information 
about non-applicable rules. 

• Unknown - The match accuracy is unknown. Typically this would be used by a third party who is creating 
a coverage claim and does not have insight into the technology. 

• No-claim – The creator of the CCR document is asserting no claim with respect to this CWE. 



thank you. 

Richard.Struse@dhs.gov 


